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Get going

Getting started starts here
The Jungle.
It’s the unknown, uncharted.
It’s undefinable, intangible.
It’s in constant motion.
But this does not really aﬀect us.
On the contrary: we thrive in the Jungle.
It’s where our ideas sprout, and plans come to life.
It’s where the next best thing is hiding in the unknown.
Because in the Jungle, anything is possible.
It’s because of this reason that we wrote this employee
manual. Not because we have a strict behavioural code or
an insane work ethic, on the contrary. But when anything
is possible, see this manual as your guidance through the
chaos.
Welcome to Jungle Minds. Ready to venture deeper into
the Jungle? (that was the last jungle pun we’ll make).

Hi,

We are Jungle Minds

Why we make

You ain’t seen
nothing yet.

Digital has transformed our world. It’s changed
how we interact, organize our communities and
shape businesses. The future belongs to the
people who understand that this demands new
ways of providing value: the people who have
the guts to constantly question what they do
and embrace new directions. Because, if you
thought digital was done changing our world,
think again. It’s just getting started.

What we make

Business impact,
By making
Get going - because you can’t think change,
you have to make it. We are a new breed of
strategists who take ideas out of heads and put
them into hands. By combining strategy and
design, user insights and business value, we
uncover new digital opportunities, unlock
business value and make businesses futureproof. The end product will take many forms
but ultimately everything we make delivers the
same thing: good old business impact.

What we make

We work for

We work for the mavericks, the
diﬀerence-makers who want to
break the stalemate and move
forward. Together, we explore,
shape and realize new business
value. And start the momentum that
will change business for the better.

How we make

Making is m
You can’t think change, you have to make it.
Only by making ideas tangible you can create
genuine momentum. That’s why we draw,
sketch and prototype: to put new ideas into the
hands of users and learn. This is how we
uncover new directions for growth. This is how
we start change.

e

People of
the Jungle

Who we are

Instead of talking about impact, we actually
make it. Unlike regular ‘consultants’, we don’t
pretend to have all the answers, but we know
how to find them.

A diﬀerent
breed of
strategists

By working in small teams that combine our
areas of expertise (business design, UX, brand
design, technology) we can listen, try and
iterate. Our strategic decisions are based on
real data and user needs, not the other way
around.
Our curiosity drives us to explore new
opportunities. Our insights-driven method
enables us to push further and faster in the
most complex circumstances. And deliver real
business value for clients and customers.

We don't pretend to
have all the answers.
But we know how to
find them.

Jungle
Formula
Our diversity in backgrounds and expertise is
our biggest strength. But it’s our shared method
and mindset that enables us to put that power to
use and make an impact.

Method

This is how we get going and get results

Fact-based,
fast-paced

Small, selfreliant teams

Co-client
approach

Our method is focused on making
ideas tangible and validating our
assumptions with feedback and
figures. Our ability to quickly generate
high-quality insights from users and
markets allows us to identify valuable
business opportunities and create
momentum in even the most complex
situations.

Combining our talents in crossfunctional and self-reliant teams
allows us to explore new opportunities
in fast cycles. This will only work when
everyone in the team is confident in
their expertise but also versatile
enough to trust, understand and
power the rest of the team. These
qualities enable us to deliver the
momentum and business impact our
clients hire us for.

We don’t just talk about business
impact, we actually make it. This is only
possible when we immerse ourselves
into our clients’ business and
collaborate closely with business
owners. They provide valuable
insights into their sector that we could
never have, so in return we make them
a key part of our creative process. We
make them feel at home here and
involve them in every step of our
process.

Mindset

Knowledge and skills change, but a good mentality stays.

Relentlessly
Curious

Always
pushing
forward

Like everyone else here, your curiosity
is limitless. You are always looking,
pushing and questioning. And always
ready to dive into our client’s business.
This curiosity is what enables us to be
great at what we do. It allows us to lead
our clients into new territory that they
have never considered possible. Most
important, it leads us to the best
results and allows us to roll with any
changes that come our way.

You’re here because you’re great at
what you do - and because you want
to become even better. Your ambition
to excel is infectious. Your ability to
positively respond to changing
circumstances is inspirational. Even
when things look tough, you have the
energy, enthusiasm, optimism and
versatility to overcome any obstacle.
Keep pushing your team forward and
meet the client’s main goal.

Natural
ownership
You’re determined to make sure that
the job gets done right: that means (as
if you didn’t know) to the highest
possible quality with zero loose ends.
You’re driven to deliver - not because
it has to be done, but because you
won’t be satisfied until it is. You
recognize that we’re in this together
and never put your personal goals
before the team’s success.

The logic
behind the
chaos

How we
roll

Never forget: greatness is
not achieved overnight.

It’s the
year 2000.
The Rating Company is founded by Geert-Jan
Smits and Matthijs Kanis, with the purpose of
‘creating order in the jungle’. The jungle being
the quickly emerging and undefinable internet.

2001
Joost joins as a partner. The
company has undergone a
name change: Jungle Rating,
with research as its main
focus.

2010
Founder Geert-Jan Smits
decides to redirect his focus on
his new firm Flinders Designs
and hands over control to a
new board of directors.

2006
Jungle Rating has significantly
grown in its first five years; so much
it’s outgrown their anti-squating
oﬃces in the Wibaut building and
moves to the Weesperstraat.

2008
2011
Jungle Minds celebrates its 10th
anniversary with a huge party at the
Royal Concert Hall in Amsterdam and
a trip to Andalucía.

Jungle Rating has developed into a
20-member strategy club. The name
‘Rating’ no longer covers the full scope
of activities and therefore is changed
to Jungle Minds.

2014
Maikel, Kars and Bart, three employees of Jungle
Minds, team up to buy a majority share in the
company from the founders. Meanwhile, Jungle
Minds has become even more involved in design
and development; so much it wins a European
Design Award for IMC.nl.

2016
2015
Jungle Minds crosses the river IJ to
move into the Groene Draeck (‘Green
Dragon’) building in northern
Amsterdam. Business magazine
Emerce votes Jungle Minds the best
agency of the Netherlands 2015.

NRC places Jungle Minds in
the top 10 of best employers
of the Netherlands.

2018
Together with the SBK,
Jungle Minds launches
VYOO, the smart and
lowkey art subscription for
young art lovers.

How we
function
To realise complex solutions we need analytical, creative
and technical skills - all under one roof. That’s a lot to
manage (especially the creatives). How do we create
structure in this chaos? Our philosophy is simple: our
success is not determined by individuals. That’s why we
don’t have departments, no team managers, and definitely
no individual bonuses. By choosing to organise our
company this way, management is not some vague task
fulfilled by a selected few, but a transparent and collective
result of the whole company.

How we function

Tribes
We have 5 tribes, divided over our areas of
expertise. Guided by the Tribe Lead, tribes give
space to grow and develop expertise with peers
- and the occasional peptalk. To make sure you
have plenty of time for this, friday afternoons are
Tribe Time. Every 6 weeks the tribe-leads come
together for Hypertribe, defining a clear
direction that is well aligned with the Jungle
Minds overall goal and the other tribes.
Business Design
Brand Design
Project Management
UX strategy
Tech

How we function

Jungle day
(XL)
Jungle Days revolve around the bigger picture and are
about why we think and work the way we do. This gives
you the perfect opportunity to openly speak up about
which way we’re heading.
Once a year we upgrade our Jungle Day by inviting
everybody from the outside, in. This is a great opportunity
to show partners, clients and freelancers what it entails to
work in or with the Jungle. An afternoon filled with
inspiring case-studies and demo's, followed by another
legendary Jungle party you definitely do not want to miss.

How we function

Monday
mornings
We understand that the Monday morning is not your
brightest moment of the week and that’s why we kick it oﬀ
together. While enjoying a hair-raising double espresso,
we discuss new gigs, opportunities on the horizon,
projects that have been aced and if there are any ongoing
projects that need input.

How we function

Hours, hours,
hours
We exist by the grace of the hours we bill to our clients.
This pays our rent and not unimportantly, your salary. To
record those hours we have a resource scheduling and
hour registration system.
A planning is not set in stone — so don’t forget to be
proactive. Expecting to exceed the scheduled hours for a
project? Talk to your project leader. Bored out of your
mind? Talk to your project leader. Want
extra hours to set up a grand football tournament?
You get the gist of it.

How we function

Projects
Product lead: product lead is a role that one senior
project-team member takes on to make sure the team has
a clear goal that leads through the day to day chaos,
signals out any missed opportunities and -not
unimportant- delivers value to our clients. Because, in the
end, that’s what we do it for.

50 + 50 =
exactly
right

As an agency, there are quite a few benefits to
being big… But there are at least as many
benefits to remaining small. And here we
present you a classic dilemma: how do you
remain small enough to be focused and
dedicated, but big enough to make a
diﬀerence? Luckily, we found the solution to
our own problem: one-hundred. 50 full time
employees and 50 freelancers - all connected
by one location: our oﬃce.

A place to
grow

You work at an
agency—
for a reason…!

You choose to work in the Jungle because you
thrive on variety. We all do. That’s why we
mostly work on short-term projects or even
multiple projects at once. However, real impact
sometimes requires bigger, long term projects,
on location. And so we actively rotate people
on long term projects, meaning you will not
work more than 6 months on one full-time
project. Because you belong in the oﬃce. Most
of the time.

Our value,
that’s you

In the end, an agency is not more
than a group of people. Meaning,
we are only as good as the people
we hire. So it’s in our best interest
to keep you motivated, educated,
happy and sane. Here’s a chapter
on how we do that.

We consider
ourselves
lucky

We consider ourselves lucky with the work we
do. Just think about it: we work on cool projects,
in an amazing environment in a company with
amazing people. People who aren’t only great
to work with, but who are also exciting lunch
partners. Compare that to the average Chinese
bitcoin factory.

Take initiative

Be optimistic

Be nice

If you don’t like something, change it.
That goes for anything, from our oﬃce
interior to our projects. All great things
in this company once started as a
stupid experiment or a bold initiative.
Some things drastically failed, and
some experiments are now cherished
as oﬃce traditions or a crucial part of
our daily business. So go ahead, make
it your personal challenge to start a
new tradition. See you at the oﬃce
tennis tournament this Monday?

Of course things fail. We are all human
and being human is not always easy.
What defines us through all the
challenges is our energy to keep
pushing forward. Instead of worrying
about all the things that could go
wrong, we shift our energy towards
the things we can do. So be positive
about the future, get going and start
change.

It doesn’t matter to us whether you
hold any unconventional opinions or
follow a TV series no one else does.
What we do care about is behaving
openly and being friendly towards
each other. Our organisation is made
up of nice, empathetic people and
we’d like to keep it that way.

Don’t hold
back

It’s just a
name

First day in
the Jungle

We are eager to hear your fresh
perspective, your original ideas and
the quirks you will be adding to our
team. Never forget: we chose you
because we think you are great, just
the way you are. So: don’t blend in, be
heard and show your true colors.

Junior, medior, designer or strategy:
you are so much more than the fancy
title printed on your business card
(which we don’t have by the way). We
encourage you to discover other
areas of expertise, expand your skills
and learn from others. So go ahead,
don’t be predictable and explore some
boundaries.

At first, the jungle can be hectic and
we’ll do everything to make you feel
comfortable. There’s no shame in
asking for help or somebody's name
for the third time - but don’t rely on us
to hold your hand all the way. Trust
your guts, walk the walk: the rest will
come naturally.

Be your best—
we’ll help
with the rest
It’s to our own benefit that we keep you going, motivated
and educated. That’s why everybody has a ‘Persoonlijk
Ontwikkel Plan’, loosely translated: your personal
development plan. Also known as POP. You start each
year by documenting what you want to learn, what you
want to get better at and how you want to achieve this.
The mid-term review is planned halfway each year in
which we go through your progress. At the end of the year
we gather around the table once again for a final year
review.

Within the three competences we
operate on three levels, that you’ve
undoubtedly heard of before.

Your wage level depends entirely on your
growth from starting junior to fully-fledged
senior. Is this the right time to mention we are
part of the 20% best paying agencies of the
Netherlands?

Junior

Medior

Senior

Fully capable of applying your
competences as a full member of a
project team.

Fully capable of participating at
Fully capable of participating at
project and account level,
agency level, sparring partner for the
acknowledged by clients for your
client, active coaching of junior
specific expertise, active sparring
colleagues.
partner for both junior and senior team
members.

There’s a budget!
Want to brush up on your skills? Found an exciting
course? Got a ticket to a seminar by some obscure
design hero? Go for it! (...but do inquire about your
planning and the available budget first).
Beyond
Tellerrand

What Design
Can Do

Digital Design
Days Milan

Dutch Digital
Day

Home Sweet
Home
The oﬃce has become a dirty word for millennials, but
we’lI make a case for ours. No words needed.
We have an open floor plan.
Sit where you want. You’re surrounded by smart people.
Talk to them. Learn from them. Play foosball with hem.
The building is awesome.
Our oﬃce, conveniently perched at the edge of ‘t Ij, used
to be a construction hall for ships.
Our view…
‘Drink it in, it always goes down smooth’ (Ron Burgundy)

M

T

W
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Monday morning
meeting

Stand-up Project

Stand-up Project

Stand-up Project

Retro + Sprint planning

Coaching

Out of oﬃce: Dutch
Digital Whaterever

F

Meatless monday
Creative lunch

Jungle by day

Plan Jungle trip

Tribe time

✈
Jungle Day XL and
after party

Meetup @Jungleminds

Jungle Sport
Hyper tribe

Jungle Day

Afternoon drinks

Jungle
by night

‘T UITJE
Once a year, we go on a holiday
together. We’ll spare you the stories
(for now). The destination depends
on our overall company turnover.
Past destinations include the
Ardennes and Ireland, but in better
years Portugal and Spain… and most
recently even Morocco. So if Ushuaia
is on your bucket list, you know what
to do.

Holiday.

Be free, little bird, be free - Everyone has an annual leave allowance of 26
days. How you use them will hopefully not be an issue. Don’t think it is
enough? We have the option to buy 10 days extra. To get that ultimate
relaxation.

Working-parttime

We’d love to spend all our time together. But if you prefer to work less than
five days a week, that’s by all means possible. Although it is useful to at least
be available on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, because our clients
usually are, too.

The bosses time

If it’s necessary for you to book an appointment at the hairdresser for
Thursday afternoon, we won’t get in your way. We want you to look your best
and you know best how to manage your time. We trust you on that.

The lunch is next
level.

Those who work hard, eat good food. At the stroke of 12:30 all Jungle
residents creep out of their hide-out and gather at the lunch table. What
follows can best be described in one word: abundance.

Bullying. Is not cool.

We just about allow Aimée to tease Timo but that’s it, really. But seriously, if
you at any time or for any reason do not feel comfortable: let us know.
#sorrytimo

Personal pursuits

Most of us are interested in a wide variety of things. That’s probably why you
work at Jungle Minds. So it’s no surprise that, aside from the work you do for
clients, you want to get involved with a charity or a small business set up by
friends of yours. No problem. Do you feel this project might get in the way of
your work for Jungle Minds? Discuss it with us. Maybe we can help?

Internships

We host a number of interns at any time of the year. They’ll have a personal
mentor within their specialisation and will be given an all-round impression of
our agency and the work we do. Oh, and interns test the water for scrap metal
and shallow bikes on the first day of summer (just kidding, our partners do
that).

Pets

We love pets, just not in the workplace. So please leave your dog at home
(with plenty of toys, food and fresh water).

Money talks

Every position in our company has its pay scale. The width of each scale is
available for you to review, so you know what to expect. It roughly comes
down to this: the better you become, the more money you’ll get.

Profit

Everyone shares in our annual profits. This is explicitly not the same as a
bonus, which often stands in the context of measurable performance. It
roughly comes down to this: if we do well, there’s more to be had than if we
don’t.

Work gear

Your computer is the tool of your trade and your desk and chair the
workstation. Obviously they need to be of high quality. We’ll make sure you
are equipped. Do you only write with pink pens? Need a particular model
Wacom tablet? Our toolshed is stocked. Still missing something? Let us know
and – within reason – we’ll do whatever we can to make you comfortable.

Getting here and out

Travel expenses are on us. And for work-related trips we have a superhip,
fully electric Renault Zoe ready for you. With a reach of no less than 400
kilometers you can easily visit our furthest clients and back without too much
range anxiety.

Pension

Everyone who is employed here builds up a decent pension. It’s referred to as
an average pay pension scheme. Jungle Minds pays the premium, you
contribute a percentage of your wages. Want to know more? All details will be
provided alongside your contract of employment, and we can even put you in
touch with our pension insurance provider, who will be able to explain
everything in detail.

Health insurance

Naturally we have a collective health insurance scheme in place.

Swimming

Allowed. Provided its synchronised.

Music

Yes please. However, considering our oﬃce has the acoustics of a NeoGothic church, you may want to consult your neighbours first.

Foosball

Of course, as a well respected agency: we have one. With a whole set of
special rules.

The
we wear

Our brand
principles

Context: You ain't seen nothing yet.

Our audience: The maverick

We believe: Get going.

Why: Making is momentum.

What: Business impact.

This is us: A diﬀerent kind of strategist

Black and white are our favourite colors.
Black isn’t actually black though, it’s #1E1E1E or 30/30/30.

‘Red’ to alert

We also have light grey as a background

White is, well, white.

Oh, hello yellow

And please don’t use blue

Neue
Haas
Grotesk

— Display Pro
75 Bold

55 Roman

— Text Pro
75 Bold

55 Roman

